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EXPLORE MORE BIOGRAPHIES:

TCI users have access to more than 100 biographies of historical figures.
Sign in at www.teachtci.com to access the entire collection.

Chu, Steven (1948–)
Watch the video or read the biography about Steven Chu with your students. 

Steven Chu was born in 1948 in St. Louis, Missouri. His parents were from China, but after both 
attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in America, they couldn’t return home due to 
political turmoil. So they decided to start a family in the United States.

Chu was the middle child of three brothers. Two years after he was born, his family moved to Garden 
City in New York. They were one of three Chinese families in a town of 25,000 people. 

As a child, Chu loved building things, like model airplanes. He was drawn to the problem solving nature 
of chemistry as a teen. He made money testing his neighbors’ soil for nutrients and even picked up 
sports in his spare time.

Chu comes from a family of scholars. But unlike his brothers, Chu “approached his schoolwork as a 
chore.” During his last year of high school, Chu applied to all of the top colleges. He wanted to follow in 
his relatives’ footsteps, and they all went to the best schools. He heard back from many  colleges but did 
not get into his top choices, so Chu resolved to attend the University of Rochester in New York.

The famous physicist Albert Einstein was one of Chu’s heroes. Chu wanted to be like him, so he studied 
physics and mathematics. He moved on to Berkeley to continue his studies, where he found that he loved 
running lab tests.

In one experiment, he used laser beams to slow down atoms, which are the basic unit of matter. He then 
figured out how to capture the atoms. Chu used many methods and techniques in his investigations, 
some of which have since assisted other scientists. 

His ideas helped measure gravity more accurately and improved atomic clocks, which can keep time in 
space!
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In 1987, Chu went to Stanford University. There, he kept working on capturing atoms while teaching 
biology. In 2004, Chu returned to Berkeley to run a lab focused on renewable energy, like solar power. 

Steven Chu’s impact on climate science was reaffirmed in 2008, when President Barack Obama chose 
Chu as his secretary of energy. Chu’s job was to make people and the economy less dependent on fossil 
fuels, like coal and oil. These fuels are non-renewable and using them increases the negative effects of 
Climate Change.

After leaving office, Chu returned to Stanford, where he continues to teach and inspire new generations 
to tackle the biggest problems.

Reflect:

1. What are three of Steven Chu’s accomplishments?

2. What was Chu’s impact on climate science?

3. What is one question you have about Chu’s life? How could you find the answer to this question?


